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(49) Ki Tetze
Peshat:
s.v. ki tetze machaneh al oyvekha venishmarta mikkot davar ra etc.

“When you go out as a camp against your enemies, take-you-care against anything 
evil. If there should be among you a man who is not ritually pure (because of) a 
night accident [he is to go outside the camp; he is not to come into the midst of the 
camp….An area you should have, outside the camp, where you may go, outside:] a spike
you should have, along with your weapon; [and it shall be, when you sit outside (to 
relieve yourself), you are to dig with it, and when you return, you are to cover up your 
excrement. For YHVH your God walks about amid your camp, so the camp is to be holy, 
so that he does not see among you anything of ‘nakedness’ and turn away from you]” 
(Deut. 23: 10-15).

The Sages taught in relation to this verse (Ketubot 5a/b): why are our fingers pointed like 
a spike? So that if we hear something improper we can place our fingers in our ears. 
Similarly, they taught: why was the lobe created for the ear? So that if we hear something
improper we can plug our ear with the lobe. For all this, we still need to explain why the 
verse regarding the spike follows the ones that precede it.

Those whose inner eye is uncovered from the blind stupidity of the moment, and who 
have dedicated themselves to go to battle and struggle against their yetzer, to purify their 
thought and heart in devotion to the Creator, to sanctify and purify their body and limbs 
to avoid contact with foreigners or the impurity of the impure side – for this they must 
guard the covenant of the tongue, which is parallel to the covenant of the flesh, and to 
keep their tongue from evil. They must place a muzzle on their mouth so that they do not 
say anything related to leshon hara, or even the suggestion of such speech; to not bear 
false rumors regarding anything about which people speak. Doing so, heaven forbid, 
gives power to the side of impurity, and they would become impure themselves and 
subject to evil thoughts, night accidents and blemishing the covenant of the flesh.

The advice to be saved from this: do not be conformist, eager to listen to most speech. 
Make yourself like one who is deaf, who cannot hear anything but words of Torah; words
spoken advisedly and with insight about how to serve God with fear and love. Do not 
enter council where you’ll hear words spoken in a whisper. In this manner you will more 
easily stop your impulses from querulous words that come from knowing little about the 
connection between this and that.

This is what our verse teaches. “When you go out as a camp against your enemies” – 
to battle and vanquish your yetzer – “take-you-care against anything evil (davar ra)”: 
evil speech (dibburim ra’im) and tale-bearing. “If there should be (ki yehiyeh)”: the 
word ki here means “as a consequence”, explaining why you need to take care: for 
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beyond this, if you do not do so, there will “be among you a man who is not ritually 
pure”, you will give power to the sitra achra to provoke you and make you impure. That 
is why Scripture, in the subsequent verses, gives this advice: “a spike you should have, 
along with your weapon (al azeinekha)”. It would be better to place your finger into 
your ears (ozneikha) and not know what is spoken, lest leshon hara should be in your 
ears when you later uncover them.

Drash:
As R. Kalonymus Kalman notes, this pericope does not quite hang together. It begins 
with a warning to take care, to guard against “anything evil”. This warning is then made 
specific: removing from the camp anyone “who is not ritually pure because of a night-
accident”, i.e. a seminal emission. Having established that this person is to remain outside
the camp, verse 13 can be understood to specify that there is to be a place outside the 
camp to which this person would repair until cleansed and permitted re-entry. Yet, we 
learn that this place is actually meant to be the latrine of the camp. In that context comes 
the instruction regarding the “spike” or peg to be carried, over and above one’s weapons, 
with which to dig a hole. Finally, though, verse 15 warns that God not see anything of 
“nakedness” in the camp. This word, ervah, has sexual connotations, and seemingly 
points us back to the opening of the passage.

Regarding the connection between “anything evil” and “nakedness” we have the 
following (Sifre, Devarim 23: 10):

“Take-you-care against anything evil”: this seems to refer to rules of purity and 
impurity and tithes. Yet, Scripture later says “nakedness”. This only implies 
sexual impropriety, so how do I know to include also idolatry, spilling innocent 
blood, and cursing God? Scripture says “take-you-care against anything evil”. 
Still, perhaps Scripture here speaks of impurity and purity and tithes? Scripture 
limits: “nakedness”. “Nakedness” is uniquely an act for which the Canaanites 
were expelled from the land or which removes the Shekhinah (from the camp). 
Thus, every act for which the Canaanites were expelled or which removes the 
Shekhinah is implied in “anything evil”, and this includes even leshon hara.

The Talmud does not pick up this association directly. Indeed, the citation in our text 
regarding the opening verse seems to go in a completely different direction (Ketubot 
5a/b):

Bar Kappara expounded: What is the meaning of what is written “a spike you 
should have, along with your weapon” (Deut. 23:14)? Do not read “your weapon 
(azeinekha)” but “on your ear (oznekha)”. If one hears something improper (davar
she’eino hagun) one should place one’s finger in one’s ears. This is what R. 
Eleazar said: Why are people’s fingers like pegs (spikes)? .... If one hears 
something improper (davar she’eino hagun) one should place one’s finger in 
one’s ears. A teaching of the school of R. Ishmael: Why is the whole ear hard and 
the ear-lobe soft? If one hears something improper one should bend the ear-lobe 
into it.
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Rather than focusing on night emissions or another “evil” act, Bar Kappara transforms 
this into a warning against listening to words that are not proper. Yet, this is not the only 
association given this verse. Consider Avodah Zarah 20b:

Our Rabbis taught: The words, “take-you-care against anything evil” (Deut. 
23:10) mean that one should not think such thoughts by day that lead to impurity 
at night. Hence R. Pinchas b. Yair said: Study leads to precision, precision leads 
to zeal, zeal leads to cleanliness, cleanliness leads to restraint, restraint leads to 
purity, purity leads to holiness, holiness leads to meekness, meekness leads to fear
of sin, fear of sin leads to saintliness, saintliness leads to the holy spirit, the holy 
spirit leads to eternal life.

Here, clearly, that “evil” thing has to do with sexual rumination and seminal emissions. 
This connection between speech and sex is made explicit in Sefer Yetzirah (1:3): “Ten 
Sefirot of Nothingness in the number of ten fingers, five opposite five, with a singular 
covenant precisely in the middle, in the circumcision of the tongue and in the 
circumcision of the sexual organ”. R. Kalmish alludes to this in his teaching. We are 
warned to “guard the covenant of the tongue, which is parallel to the covenant of the 
flesh”. Just as we are to resist and flee sexual impropriety, so are we to avoid any contact 
with inappropriate speech, whether leshon hara, tale-bearing or gossip. These sources 
shape the context from which R. Kalonymus Kalman developed his lesson.

Remez:
1. How do you relate to the image of a “battle” with the yetzer hara? Do you feel 

that you must constantly be on guard, ready to defend yourself from distraction, 
impulse, thoughtlessness? Do you have strategies to overcome the pushes and 
pulls of the yetzer hara? Do you relate in a different manner? What, how, when?

2. Do you see a connection between thoughtless or harmful speech and sexual 
impropriety? How do you understand the connection between the circumcision of 
the tongue and the circumcision of the sexual organ?

3. What tools do you have that help keep you from leshon hara? What works, when,
and why?

Sod:
In our lesson there are two phrases that capture the mindlessness that allows for, or even 
prompts, thoughtless and harmful speech. Toward the beginning R. Kalonymus Kalman 
identifies the person who strives to avoid such speech as one “whose inner eye is 
uncovered from the blind stupidity of the moment (niphkechu eyney sikhlo mei’ivron 
sikhlut hazeman)”. In this phrase we find the contrast between sekhel – spelled with a sin,
and meaning “wisdom, common sense” – and sekhel – spelled with a samekh, indicating 
stupidity, foolishness. We train to open our inner eye of wisdom to avoid small-minded 
foolishness. But, what is that foolishness? It is sikhlut hazeman. Here we have translated 
it as “stupidity of the moment”, and it could also be the “stupidity of the times”. In the 
former case, R. Kalmish reminds us not to get caught up in the events of this moment as 
if they are final, permanent, conclusive. Surely we are to pay attention to what is 
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happening, how life is unfolding; and surely events may be distressing, confusing, 
painful. We may witness people behaving badly; we may see what looks like a threat to 
us, a potential loss or a possible conflict. When we bring mindful attention to these events
we learn to identify precisely what is happening, without judgment or editorial comment. 
But, when our mindfulness is “blinded” by confusion or fear, we jump to conclusions, we
make rash decisions, we act out of habit and self-concern. As a result we likely will 
contribute to greater confusion and suffering. And, our speech will follow suit; we will 
speak leshon hara.

R. Kalonymus Kalman teaches us indirectly how important mindful awareness is. It 
prevents us from getting caught in this moment, permitting us to be more fluid in our 
response. It nurtures patience to see what will happen next, to notice how things change, 
and that what we had imagined was happening is actually something else. And, if we 
learn that what we imagined is indeed taking place, having paused to observe it, we will 
be more likely to respond with wisdom, balance and skill than otherwise. This applies, 
then, to the second translation of this phrase: “stupidity of the times”. When we are 
mindful we learn to observe what is happening around us, allowing us to ask the 
questions “Who says?” and “Is this really so?” and “What do I truly want/need/wish for?”
Resisting the forces of the marketplace, the pushes and pulls of popular opinion, we gain 
a degree of stability, insight and wisdom. Rather than contributing to the destructive 
discourse of accusation and rebuttal, of taking sides and accounting winners and losers, 
we learn instead to use our words to heal, to encourage, to chastise with love.

When we stop up our ears from listening to negative voices, those snippy comments 
offered sotto voce, asides meant to hurt rather than heal, we “will more easily stop our 
impulses from querulous words that come from knowing little about the connection 
between this and that”. Perhaps the final phrase could be translated “about the matter 
affecting this one and that”. In the first instance we are kept from leshon hara and other 
negative speech when we realize that we really do not know the whole story. When we 
do not listen to the bickering and sniping of others, or when we listen dispassionately and
with discernment, we realize how complex life is, and how unlikely it is that what is 
being “reported” is accurate. We do not know, we often cannot know, all of the forces at 
work creating the conditions out of which someone else acts or speaks. Rather than 
jumping in to voice an opinion or express judgment, despite our ignorance, we can 
remain silent, with compassion, expectantly waiting to observe what will unfold next.

The alternative translation echoes an assumption behind many commentators on our 
verses. The speech that we avoid hearing by stopping up our ears is that of contention, 
controversy, dispute. Rather than being drawn into taking sides and generating more 
strife, we maintain a balance, opening the possibility of bringing some peaceful 
resolution to the conflict. Not listening to negative speech frees us to respond with greater
compassion and connection, while also liberating us from the painful experience of our 
own leshon hara. Perhaps in this manner we can contribute to maintaining a holy camp in
which God chooses to dwell.
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